From The ediTor
There's an App for That Got diabetes? There's an app for that. digital solutions to make managing diabetes easier, more convenient, and to help our patients live better, healthier, and more productive lives are popping up everywhere. As a clinician, i am excited about the possibility of having more data to help my patients make better decisions on a day-to-day basis, making their life easier and helping them achieve better outcomes and healthier lives. That is the promise. But is it the reality?
Like most of you, i am well connected digitally.
i have a Smartphone. i use Google maps. i bank online. i shop online. i am on Twitter, Linked-in, Facebook, and instagram. i have fitness apps, meditation apps, reading apps, music apps, restaurant apps, entertainment apps, and news apps, among others. do i use them all, all the time? Not at all, but i like having them there, at my fingertips, "just in case."
Whether or not these apps make my life
BeTTer is a good question. Certainly they can save me time, and Google maps has helped me find my way on more than one occasion. i like when my fitness app helps me stay on track with my goals by reminding me it is time to get up and move or that i haven't logged in for a few days.
But on the flipside, i do get tired of the notifications all the time, so i have turned many of them off because frankly i just don't want all of those pings coming into my consciousness all day. i want to be able to access some information when it is convenient and relevant for me. it is all about managing the pull on my attention.
So as we think about the digital solutions we are creating for our patients, we need to think about them in the context of the broader world of technology. We talk about "patient engagement," which is really about getting our patients' attention and keeping it. The phrase attention economy has been coined as the new "currency," and it is the hottest commodity now. developers are using well-researched strategies that will keep us engaged so we keep coming back. While technology is doing more of the analysis, we still need to educate patients about the analytical thinking necessary for the successful management of diabetes-and to take the time to reflect on how things are going. John e. Kelly, iBm's senior vice president, said we need to take the time to pause and reflect periodically. he says, "When you press pause on a machine it stops. When you press pause on a human being we start. We start to reflect, we start to rethink our assumptions, and reimagine what is possible. And most importantly to reconnect with our most deeply held beliefs." Specific to diabetes, pressing pause on themselves allows our patients to reflect on just what is going on with their diabetes, how the choices they make every day have impacted their diabetes, and how it is all impacting their quality of life. And each individual will have to reflect on whether all the technology, as amazing as it is, is helping them live their best life. if it's not, it may not be the right solution for them. n
